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ABSTRACT
Traffic signal retiming and coordination improvements are key to increasing the efficiency of arterial
roadways. Coordinated signals allow traffic to move smoothly from one signal to the next, reducing how
often and how long drivers must stop at signals. As a part of the on-call engineering services contract,
the City and County of Denver requested Jacobs Engineering to develop revised time-of-day based
traffic signal coordination plans for York Street Corridor.

The City identified project limits to include all traffic signals from Colfax Avenue to 40th Street along the
Corridor. This included a total of 17 signalized (15 existing and 2 new) intersections. The signal retiming
project was unique because revised pedestrian walk speed per the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control
Devices (MUTCD 2009 Edition) was implemented along with the revised vehicle clearance intervals per
the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Traffic Engineering Handbook, 6th Edition. The project
analyzed the existing traffic signal timings and optimized phase times at each intersection using the
Synchro software. The TruTraffic software was used to develop the time-space platoon progression
diagrams and to determine the traffic signal offsets.
intersection-related traffic and geometric data.

Field visits were conducted to gather the

Travel time runs were conducted using Linear

Referencing System (LRS) technology and GIS mapping along with geo-referenced digital video logs. The
data collected allowed the project team to compare before-and-after travel speed data, travel times,
delay and number of stops along the corridor. The traffic signal retiming achieved travel time benefits in
almost all time periods.

INTRODUCTION
York Street is a four-lane arterial street located northeast of downtown Denver. York Street carries
approximately 14,000 vehicles per day at 18th Avenue and 12,000 vehicles per day north of 26th
Avenue. York Street provides access to Interstate 70, Highway 40 (Colfax Ave) and Highway 265
(Brighton Blvd). Speed Limit along the corridor is 30 mph. Land use along the corridor is mostly
residential with industrial developments on the northern end of the study corridor. The project location
is depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Project Location (source: Google Maps)

OBJECTIVES
•

Determine pedestrian clearance intervals per the MUTCD 2009 recommendations. This calculation
uses a pedestrian clearance walk speed of 3.5 feet per second.

•

Determine vehicle clearance intervals per the ITE Traffic Engineering Handbook. This calculation
includes determining the revised yellow change interval and red clearance interval.

•

Analyze the existing traffic signal timings using Synchro and TruTraffic software.

•

Optimize the timings assuming revised vehicle and pedestrian clearance intervals. Determine the
new cycle length and timings using Synchro and cycle offsets using TruTraffic software.

•

Prepare revised timing plans and signal work orders for the AM, PM and All-Other-Time (AOT) plans.

•

Conduct before and after travel time runs to determine the travel time and delay benefits.

•

Perform field timing adjustments to fine tune the conditions observed in the field.
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DATA COLLECTION/METHODOLOGY
The York Street Corridor is shown in Figure 2. Turning
movement counts were collected at each signalized
intersection. The counts were conducted from 7 to 9 AM, 11
AM to 1 PM, and 4 to 6 PM. Field visits were conducted to
evaluate the intersection geometry and existing operations
including lane widths, turn bay lengths, signal timing, phasing
and lane operations. Aerial photos with two-foot contours
were used to determine the profile grades along each
intersection approach. This data was used to calculate vehicle
clearance intervals.

Existing traffic signal timing plans for each intersection were
obtained from the City to establish a baseline model for the
existing traffic operations within the corridor. Travel time
runs were conducted using Jacobs’ proprietary GIS/GPS based
Regional Roadway Operations Assessment (RROA) tool. Using
this tool, the travel times were collected by capturing the
floating car position at one-second interval. The typical layout
of the in-vehicle GIS/GPS equipment setup is depicted in
Figure 3. The data was managed using a linear referencing
system and GIS mapping with geo referenced digital video
logs.

The data collected allowed the project team to

determine the “before” travel speed, travel time, delay,
average queue lengths, and number of stops along the
corridor.

This data was used to calibrate the SimTraffic

model. Five to six “before” travel time runs were conducted
mid-week for both the northbound and southbound direction
along the corridor. The existing Synchro models were then
calibrated using the data from the “before” travel times and
calculated average travel speed along the corridor.
Figure 2: York Street Corridor
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Figure 3: GIS/GPS Data Collection Vehicle

DEVELOPMENT OF REVISED TIME-OF-DAY PLANS
Revised Time-of-Day plans were developed using Synchro and TruTraffic software programs. A cycle
length analysis was conducted. The existing Synchro models were optimized using the optimization tool
within Synchro. The cycle lengths analyzed ranged from 60 to 100 seconds in 5-second increments.
Table 1 shows the cycle lengths analysis results for the PM peak period.

Table 1: Synchro Cycle Length Analysis Results – PM Peak Period
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The results of the cycle length analysis indicated that the existing cycle lengths (with revised pedestrian
and vehicle clearance intervals), if optimized to current traffic conditions, would minimize total delay,
total stops and improve travel speed through the corridor. The final intersection cycle lengths were
selected in consultation with the City and County of Denver. The criteria for selecting cycle lengths were
based on the need to maintain the cross-street coordination at few existing intersections.

After determining the cycle lengths at intersections, the clearance intervals were calculated for each
approach following the ITE vehicle clearance interval guidelines. The revised pedestrian clearance
intervals per the MUTCD 2009 were already coded in Synchro when the cycle length optimization
process was conducted.

The optimized TOD plans from Synchro were then exported to TruTraffic to maximize the green
progression bands and to determine the cycle length offsets at intersections. The green bands and
offsets were determined using a travel speed between 25 and 28 mph. The offsets obtained from
TruTraffic software were then coded back into Synchro software. The SimTraffic simulations runs were
conducted to visualize the traffic operations. An average of five SimTraffic simulation runs was used to
document the Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs).

IMPLEMENTATION AND FINE TUNING
Once the TOD plans were developed, traffic signal work orders were submitted to the City & County of
Denver to input the revised timings in the system. The work orders were revised and re-revised as
needed after conducting the post-implementation travel time runs and “fine-tuning” to field conditions.
The fine tuning of signal timings included a field visit to determine the efficacy of revised timing plans
and minor modifications to the timings at a few intersections based on the observed traffic flow.

EVALUATION OF TOD PLANS
A level-of-service and delay analysis was conducted for “before” and “after” implementation scenario to
measure the effectiveness of the revised timing plans. Table 2 shows the cycle lengths used along the
corridor. York Corridor cycle length utilizes a 75 second cycle for the southern portion and 60 second
cycle for the northern portion of the corridor. This is true for both the before and after condition
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thought the specific location for the break between 60 and 75 second cycles was adjusted for each time
period.

Table 2: “Before” and “After” Cycle Lengths

Before

After

PM

After

AOT
Before

AM
After

Coord

Before

Intersection

1 Josephine St. & Colfax Ave.

E/W

75

75

75

75

75

75

2 York St. & Colfax Ave.

E/W

75

75

75

75

75

75

New Josephine St. & 16th Ave.

N

---

75

---

75

---

75

New York St. & 16th Ave.

S

---

75

---

75

---

75

3 Josephine St. & 17th Ave.

N

75

75

75

75

75

75

4 York St. & 17th Ave.

S

75

75

75

75

75

75

5 Josephine/York & 18th Ave.

N/S

75

75

75

75

75

75

6 York St. & 21st Ave.

N/S

75

60

75

60

75

75

7 York St. & 23rd Ave.

N/S

75

60

75

60

75

75

8 York St. & 26th Ave.

N/S

60

60

60

60

60

60

9 York St. & 28th Ave.

N/S

60

60

60

60

60

60

10 York St. & 29th Ave.

N/S

60

60

60

60

60

60

11 York St. & 31st Ave.

N/S

60

60

60

60

60

60

12 York St. & MLK Blvd.
York St. & Bruce Randolph
13 Ave.

N/S

60

60

60

60

60

60

N/S

60

60

60

60

60

60

14 York St. & 37th Ave.

N/S

60

60

60

60

60

60

York St. Corridor*

15 York St. & 40th Ave.
E/W
60 65 60 65 60 65
*Note: The “After” timings include utilizing a 3.5 ft/sec walking speed for pedestrian clearance and
revised vehicle clearance interval parameters.

TRAVEL TIME IMPROVEMENTS
Travel time benefits were achieved in all time periods and directions except for southbound York Street
in the PM peak hour. Even with the reduced time available for the main street movement due to the
increased pedestrian and clearance interval time, overall savings in travel time and fuel costs were
achieved. Figure 4 shows the “before” and “after” travel time results.
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Figure 4: “Before” and “After” Travel Time Comparison

OVERALL IMPROVEMENTS
A summary of daily benefits is presented in Table 3. The value, in terms of weekday time and fuel
savings, is calculated to be approximately $1,050 daily or about $250,000 annually. This savings is in
addition to the increased pedestrian clearance time and update vehicle clearance time provided.

Table 3: Summary of Daily Benefits
Performance Measures

Daily Benefits

Vehicle hours of travel

47 hours reduction

Fuel consumption

52 gallons decrease

Time and fuel costs

$1,050 savings

Total pollutant emissions

136 pounds reduction
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SUMMARY
The revised signal timings resulted in travel time improvements in all time periods and directions except
for the southbound York Street in the PM peak hour. However, none of the time periods show a
significant reduction in travel time and delay as compared to the “before” scenario. This could be
attributed to the reduced time available for main street movements due to the increased pedestrian
clearance intervals. Additionally, the revised vehicle clearance intervals reduced the effective green
time available at every intersection. The additional of two new signals at 16th Avenue also contributed
to additional stopped time and delay along the corridor as compared to the “before” condition. Overall,
the revised signal timings have shown a better operational performance.
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